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SUMMIT VOTE-BY-MAIL SORTER: The The new Summit small
footprint vote-by-mail sorter was created with smaller counties in mind
— a portable, all-in-one system designed to fit in small spaces while still
offering amazing automation capabilities that save you time and money.
Gone are the days when a county might process only a handful of mail-in
ballots. Even during small local elections, more and more people are turning to voting by mail. Larger and more affluent counties have been able to
automate the ballot handling process with large sorting and imaging systems, but that technology has often been impractical or out of reach for
counties that have smaller offices, smaller budgets, and don’t process tens
of thousands of ballots each election cycle. Now, that level of automation
is available to such counties.
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FEATURES: The new Summit compact vote by mail sorter from
Fluence Automation offers the same level of ballot processing automation in a compact, portable, all-in-one system that doesn’t require a dedicated installation space and can be rolled out when you need it and tucked
away when you don’t. It’s perfect for offices with limited space and limited budgets who still need ballot handling automation a couple times a
year. Features include: 1) Automate signature verification; 2) Verify envelopes and ballots; 3) Digitize envelopes and signatures; 4) Capture
multiple data points for audit tracking; 5) Automate inline envelope
opening and privacy tab removal; 6) Compact footprint with built-in casters for easy portability with our new Summit VBM sorter; 7) Work
seamlessly with your EMS and automate the data transfer.
CONTACT: To learn more about Summit or any of Fluence Automation’s VBM solutions, call toll-free at (888) 832-4902 or visit us at
votebymail.com.

Get your free copy of the
Official Mail Guide's Vote By Mail
2021 Regulations and Resources.
Order online at www.mailomg.com

PRODUCT: Tritek ‘Correct Elect’ Vote-By-Mail Equipment
COMPANY: Tritek Technologies, Inc., 1-B Medori Boulevard,
Wilmington, DE 19801. Contact: Sales Email: info@tritektech.com
Phone: 302-239-1638.
TRITEK ‘CORRECT ELECT’ VOTE-BY-MAIL EQUIPMENT:
Your custom solution for processing Vote-by-Mail ballots. Tritek Correct
Elect systems are available in several configurations offering unlimited
features and applications for your ballot processing. 'Correct Elect' sorters
image the entire ballot envelope, regardless of size, at processing speeds
of up to 30,000 per hour.
Tritek has field-proven, patented Vote-By-Mail technology at work in
numerous counties. We custom design and build Vote-By-Mail solutions
that will fit inside any sized office and can process small or large volumes
of all types of ballot designs. Tritek holds the exclusive patent on ballot
method and apparatus to provide full audit trail, ballot process management and status reporting. Scans can be archived in color, grayscale or
black and white. Accurate signature verification reduces labor costs of
manual or semi-automatic validation and improves regulatory and security compliance. Voters’ signatures are detected with barcodes and are
verified against a data-base of registered voters. Portable and desktop systems are available in addition to equipment that includes any desired
number of sort bins.
TRITEK’S VOTE-BY-MAIL PROCESSING SYSTEMS FEATURES: 1) Automatic feeder for ballot envelopes; 2) Images each ballot;
3) Simplex or duplex imaging; 4) Digitally or physically time and date
stamps on each ballot envelope; 5) lnline prints any information on each
ballot envelope; 6) Stores image of ballot envelope; 7) Reads barcodes
and metadata; 8) Thickness detection checks for ballot in envelope; 9)
Signature verification; 10) lnline ballot opener; 11) Sorts ballots by precincts or other required process groups; 12) Select your quantity of sort
bins and configuration; 13) Tray tag label printing; 14) Reporting software provides number of ballots processed, and the bin designation for
voter ballot accountability; 15) Ballot tracking; 16) Provides full audit
trail
CONTACT: To learn more about Tritek call 302-239-1638 or visit
www. tritektech.com or email info@tritektech.com.
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